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This edition of the STIC Innovation in Motion e-Newsletter
announces the release of PennDOT’s Focus on Innovations
publication that showcases the creativity and ingenuity of PennDOT
employees, and our transportation partners and stakeholders, as we
continue to work collaboratively to advance innovations across
Pennsylvania. Additionally, this edition also announces the release of
a new video highlighting how the STIC has used the power of
collaboration to move innovations forward over the past 10 years.

Focus on Innovations Publication: Now Available

We are excited to share the recently-launched Focus on Innovations
publication, highlighting progress and accomplishments in
transportation innovation across Pennsylvania, and recognizing the
people behind those innovations, working collaboratively to deliver
safe and efficient services to the citizens of Pennsylvania.

The publication showcases a variety of innovations and continuous
improvement projects at PennDOT as well as some of the more
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recent progress and successes of State Transportation Innovation
Council (STIC) and Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Every
Days Counts (EDC) innovations, many that have advanced with the
support of our transportation partners and stakeholders. Featuring
several in-depth articles, photos, videos and interactive elements, the
publication highlights:

Employee-driven innovations from across PennDOT
Updates on current STIC innovations
Every Day Counts innovation updates
STIC Incentive Program project updates

As clearly exemplified through this publication, the STIC continues to
be a vital and collaborative entity that remains focused on advancing
proven innovations to improve transportation for the people of
Pennsylvania. Thank you for your continued commitment to
innovation through collaboration.

Note: Please use Google Chrome or Microsoft Edge to view the
report.

Innovation Through Collaboration Video: Now Available

Collaboration. The act of working with someone to produce or create
something. So, why do we collaborate and what benefits does it
yield?

From a STIC perspective, collaboration is at the center of everything
we do to develop innovative and smart approaches to improving
Pennsylvania’s vast transportation network. The STIC brings together



a diverse team of transportation stakeholders to forge an
environment of innovation, imagination and ingenuity, all of which
would not be possible without collaboration.

To highlight this importance, the STIC recently released an
Innovation Through Collaboration video, featuring some successful
STIC innovations from the past 10 years and how collaboration
helped accelerate their deployment and adoption across
Pennsylvania.
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